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Very complete, very useful for university educated adults with high functioning ASD or Asperger
sybdrome We facilitate or volunteer at three different work clubs for adults with Asperger Syndrome
or high functioning autism.. It is targeted at those adults with a college education and regular to high
cleverness who generally are unable to qualify for government providers. I recommend it. Great
when you have employment. This is probably the most full and useful resources we've found and
make use of..wish it had info on interviewing for a job. It is the most comprehensive book on the
topic I have read. realistic, solution-oriented, and professional This book provides a good balance
between specific examples (situations, solutions, and outcomes) and general strategies for identifying
problems and improving workplace conditions. My only critisizm is that I wish there is a chapter on
"How to get employment" on interviewing skills and other nuances. Content material is realistic,
backed by professional experience, and not readily available from other sources; While I've never
been identified as having Aspbergers and suspect that I'd be looked at off the spectrum, I certainly
have some leanings for the reason that direction. You CAN learn to survive at work! Five Stars good
book This was somewhat useful but somehow not precise enough This was somewhat useful but
somehow not precise enough. Asperger Support For Success In Workplace Superb book with
many examples and forms to assist Asperger mature build success in office workplace It's the most
comprehensive reserve on this issue I .Living Well on the Spectrum: How to Make use of Your
Strengths to meet up the Problems of Asperger Syndrome/High-Functioning Autism. She clarifies the
causes of the nervousness in a manner that you can understand and resolve and in addition how
others may interpret what you say/do. Have ordered one for our son's job coach to use w/ her
other customers, in addition to additional copies for close friends. Highly recommended!Also highly
recommended: .. This is a great book for someone starting a fresh job or navigating a preexisting
job. Very practical advise that helped my 24 year old child maneuver the "minefields" of the work
place. I benefited by reading this book and intend to read it again later on. Of course, you should go
out to lunch with your co-workers but anyone reading this can be reading it because they are
hypersensitive and are seeking for methods to make this experience pleasant enough to allow them
to do it regularly. The book is under 200 web pages lengthy but is well-structured and rarely
repeats ideas. A very interesting publication. It has some great examples of "real life" situations and
actual solutions. Useful book, even though you aren't on the spectrum I came across this to be a
fantastic reserve. tone is usually solution-oriented and positive. I am a specialist and have carried out
reasonably well in my career but appear to be striking a wall with regards to coping with people.
This reserve has very practical solutions and explanations without having to be condescending.
Highly recommended! I originally borrowed this publication from the library, uncertain if it would be
beneficial but after reading about half of it per day or two, I've decided I need to purchase a
duplicate and maintain it as a reference.
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